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ABSTRACT
The present paper shows the deployment mechanism for
a foldable platform that supports the MIRAS
(Microwave Imaging Radiometer with Aperture
Synthesis) instrument, the only instrument contained on
SMOS PLM. SMOS project has been selected by ESA
as Earth Observation Mission to be launched on year
2006 in polar orbit. Its mission is to measure the Soil
Moisture and Oceans Salinity. MIRAS instrument
requires three radial arms of about five meters length
each to comply with the requested quality of the
measures.
Under ESA contract, EADS CASA Space was requested
for the conception, development, breadboarding and
testing of the MIRAS instrument and to define a
configuration for such an instrument on a small satellite
platform which could eventually became the core of an
ESA Earth Explorer mission. There is no doubt that the
proposals and work made in this project contribute to
the continuity of this mission in the frame of the Earth
Observation Programmes.

As a basis for comparison, the solution resembles the
rigid concept of Envisat's ASAR in a scenario of
increased challenge:
- Slightly longer arm span, although half in width,
- three segments instead of two per arm,
- much smaller mechanisms with mechanical
deployment power & control instead of electrical
ones.
In order to make use of a commercial service module
with the minimum modifications to accommodate the
instrument and be able to place it inside the fairing of
the existing launchers it was selected a configuration
with three arms, each one folded in three segments.

1. INTRODUCTION
The design of the SMOS-MIRAS deployment system
has been made taking into account the ECSS standards
issued by ESA, specially the ECSS-E-30 as a valuable
guide for the mechanical design.
The goal for the deployment mechanisms in this phase
of the project was to verify the feasibility of a simple
and reliable deployment system by means of: several
elementary tests, manufacturing and testing of a
demonstrator model of one segment of the antenna for
mechanisms characterisation (each arm of the antenna
has three segments) and manufacturing and testing of a
demonstrator model of a full arm of the antenna to
verify the whole functionality of the system.
The main concept for the deployment mechanism
arrives from the baseline extracted out after several
PLM configurations, featuring:
- Fully independence from s/c bus (stand-alone
PLM)
- Flat deployment of the arms: allowing easy onground testing.
- Outstanding modularity and number of common
components: optimising problems-isolation and
minimising development effort.

Figure 1 : SMOS satellite
The mechanisms were selected and designed to provide
a synchronised deployment with a pure mechanical
control and motorization to avoid requiring any
electrical power consumption and servo-control
electronic modules; allowing a slow deployment to limit
the satellite attitude perturbations and reduce end-stop
moments at the end of the movement. The deployment
mechanisms between segments allow the electrical
connection of around 100 wires across hinges
(conventional wires, coaxial wires and optical fibres).
2. REQUIREMENTS
The main requirements specified for the MIRAS
instrument to be fulfilled for the deployment mechanism
are the following ones:
• Stiffness:
Stowed:
Longitudinal:
first eigenfrequency above 45 Hz.
Lateral:
first eigenfrequency above 35 Hz.
Deployed (out of the AOCS range):
first eigenfrequency above 2.5 Hz
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• Loads:
Random Vibration
0.084 g2/Hz 200 Hz (10.7 gRMS overall level)
Quasistatic Loads : ±25g in all directions (stowed
configuration) to cover quasistatic accelerations and
sine vibrations.
Acoustic Noise
132 dB 80-200 Hz (142 dB OASPL)
Shock
Maximum shock level expected:
Launch Shock Environment
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approach:
- Challenging technics only to be used for
challenging goals.
- Maximize number of common parts and
assemblies: Common hinge system and identical
structural segments.
Design for efficient testing:
- Flat deployments instead of three dimensional ones
⇒ feasible gravity release set-up for the whole arm.
- Modularity allows subsystem testing independently
from other subsystem status.
Nothing must remain in front of the antenna plane
after deployment: all HRM parts deploys together with
the arms.
Deployed stiffness (driver parameter) decoupled above
AOCS frequency actuation range: sized for deployed
stiffness it fulfils the stowed rigidity requirements
without any need of arm modification or complex tiedown.
Big deployed inertia, big deployment angle and big
resisting torque expected (due to the cables passing
through hinges) ⇒ speed regulator mandatory.
Synchronised deployment is selected versus
sequential.
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Spin: Prior to spacecraft separation from the upper
stage launcher, a spin stabilisation is performed around
longitudinal axis within the rate of 5 revolutions / min.
• Arm mass and MoI:
Mass = 64 Kg ; MoI = 440 Kgm2.
Mass of the deployment mechanism + HRM per arm
< 14 Kg.
• Stability:
The drift at the arm tips should be less than ±10 mm to
satisfy a criterion of λ/20 for image quality.
• Thermal environment:
The mechanisms temperature range must be between :
–40ºC and +60ºC.
• Deployment angle: 180º
3. DESIGN CONCEPTS
Main requirements and several recommended guidelines
have been followed to arrive at the final design of the
demonstrator model. Some of them are presented in this
paragraph.
Modular design concepts led us to comply with the
following statements:
- Structure decoupled from mechanisms.
- Hinge design decoupled from drive unit or
synchroniser choice.
- Harness loops across hinges decoupled from
general harness s/s evolution.
Cost/Time/Risk balance led us to the following

INITIAL

FINAL

Figure 2 : Initial and final
configuration
Spring motor drive is selected versus electrical drive
(stepper motor) : electronic-free actuation preferred.
- Power source: one spring per hinge (spiral torsion
spring preferred to helical).
- Speed regulation: one speed regulator per arm
governing the first segment speed.
- Synchronisation: cable-pulleys links among arm
hinges.
Hinge design compatible with all motorization and
synchronisation alternatives.
Quick action devices preferred to other devices like
SMA, kevlar cutters, paraffin actuators, frangi-bolts,
etc. Separation nuts are preferred to bolt cutters
because of shock levels.
Dimensioning of the mechanism were made based on
the initial configuration of the MIRAS antenna (higher
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loads on hinges) – see figure 2 – Tests have been made
also with the same configuration. The final
configuration is shown also in the figure 2.
4. MECHANISMS DESIGN

HRM System

The mechanisms to hold-down, release and deploy the
antenna can be divided in four main assemblies:
• HRM system
• Hinge system
• Synchronisation system
• Speed regulator
HRM system : Derived from a qualified Hold-down
and Release Mechanism for Helios I and Helios II
baffle.HRM main parts are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3 : HRM Main parts

Figure 4 : Main parts
Hinge System : Bracket stiffness at the root hinge is
the driven parameter for arm deployed stiffness. Left
and right hinges are identical except for the released
axial d.o.f. in one of each pair. (See figure 4)
Due to the low inertial on-orbit loads the initially
foreseen positive latch has been suppressed. The
remaining holding torque of the driving springs at the
end of the deployment guarantee the deployed position.
A leaf-spring latch is mounted to cover unexpected
eventual perturbations. A non-contact microswitch
detect the end of the deployment status and is linked to
the latch action. An spiral spring of 3 Nm motor torque
is placed on each hinge. Main parts of the hinge system
are shown in figures 5 and 6.

Spherical bearings have been selected in the shaft to
increase load capability. Floating shafts are used for
redundancy, wealth survey (even with antenna stowed)
and easier on ground testing.
Special attention was paid to the definition and
allocation of the cables passing through segments.
When feasible, single wires have been used instead of
shielded twisted pairs to reduce spurious bending
torque. A reel is used to avoid interference risk
between neighbouring cables laying on a guided loop
of 50 mm width, with 1.25 turns in the stowed position
and 0.75 turns in the deployed position.
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HARNESS
LOOPS

Figure 5 : Hinge system main parts

FIXED HINGE

FREE AXIAL PLAY HINGE

Figure 6 : Shaft and latch

Figure 7 : Cables through hinges
Synchronisation system : Controls the deployment
kinematics. The main parts of the synchronisation
system are shown in the figure 8. The driver pulley
sector, guides the wires for speed regulator link,
allowing the synchronisation of the segments
movement. An advantage angle of 5º has been set to
the second and third hinges w.r.t. the preceding hinge
in order to guarantee the proper latching sequence
among segments. A limited stroke soft spring supports
the cable terminal in the driven pulleys with the aim of:
- Filtering thermoelastic forces originated by
differential thermal expansion of the segments and
cables from assembly conditions to space
conditions.
- Provide the desired advantage angle.
Initially the third and second segments open freely by
5º and stop respectively after 3rd and 2nd HRM releases.
Finally, upon the first segment HRM release the
antenna deployment start up at the rate (0.5 º/sec) set
by the speed regulator and spread by the cable links.
Second and third segments deploy 180º and the first
segment deploys 108.5º.
Speed regulator : A mechanical speed regulator
(EADS CASA patent ner : P9600684 – 27/03/00) is
mounted in a dedicated bracket on the P/L platform
besides the root hinge. A 3:1 reduction stage (pulley
set) placed between the first segment and the speed
regulator reduces the input torque to be reacted by the
control device, making it able to work within its
working range (up to 10 Nm) and setting the desired
angular speed. Driver pulley has a helical notch shape
to avoid jamming risk and to guarantee a minimum and
repeatable friction. Spherical bearings supports the
driven pulley in its bracket.
A flexible coupling connects the speed regulator to the
driven pulley guarantying that only pure torque
moment is acting on the speed regulator input shaft.
Speed regulator is shown in figure 9.
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Hinges stiffness : main test results for male hinge
(worst case) are shown in figure 10.
HRM load capability and stiffness : main test results
are shown in figure 11.
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Figure 10 : Hinge stiffness
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Figure 11 : HRM tests
SPEED REGULATOR
FLEX-COUPLING

Figure 9 : Speed regulator
5. TESTS
Several tests have been performed in order to check
that the functional behaviour fulfills the specified
requirements. A first set of tests was carried out at
segment level and a second set of tests was carried out
later in a full arm specimen. A summary of them is
presented in the next paragraphs.
Elementary tests : samples of the harness loops
(resistant torque) the hinges (stiffness test) and HRM
(load capability) has been tested.
Harness loops : Room temperature tests and cold tests
were carried out and the maximum total torque value
measured was: Tmax = 0.44 Nm (include corrective
factors to account for different cold stiffening for
signal and power wires).
This measured value appears to assist to the hinge
deployment, anyway it has been considered as resistive
for the spring motor sizing.

Segment level tests : several tests were performed with
the root segment of the antenna.
- Quasistatic deployment: For friction determination
and derivation of motor margin. Performed on the
root segment with an electrical motor, instead of
the speed regulator, forcing a very low speed
deployment in order to measure the hinges friction.
Speed regulator
effect was emulated by a
dedicated device (see figure 12). An off-loading
jig was used during deployments (see figure 13).
- Functional deployments : Several deployments
were performed to measure the deployment
kinematics and reoeatability. Speed regulator was
active in this test.
- Thermal vacuum functional deployments : several
tests were performed to check the deployment
evolution under thermal vacuum conditions. The
structure of the root segment was not present, just
the mechanisms, the synchro-link emulation
device and a counter-balance mass to avoid
spurious moments during deployment inside the
chamber. (see figure 14).
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Figure 16 : Hot and cold cases
Figure 13 : Functional deployment test
and jig
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Figure 14 : Thermal vacuum test
Test results:
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Figure 15 : Motor margin and friction
Deployment evolution at room temperature and hot and
cold cases are shown in figures 16 and 17.
Full arm level tests : several tests have been
performed to verify the torque margins, the end of
deployment moment, the deployment accuracy and
repeatability, the flatness and positioning accuracy
after deployment, the deployed stiffness and the
functionality of the whole system.

Figure 17: Room temperature evolution
Dedicated test set-up developed on purpose for full arm
deployment is shown in figure 18. It is a 5m x 2m
gantry with longitudinal and transversal rails Test
specimen is shown in figure 19 and includes MLI,
harness, and dummies of equipment. The following
tests have been performed:
- Quasistatic test: Friction and torque margin
measurements before test campaign.
- Deployment reference test: Checking maximum
acceleration, end of deployment moment,
deployed stiffness and deployment evolution.
- Deployment repeatability tests : Three
deployments to check the repeatability and positioning
accuracy.
- Quasistatic test: Friction and torque margin
measurements after test campaign.
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Angular velocity :
Main path : 0.49 deg/s [0.48 deg/s]
End of deployment : 0.097 deg/s [0.2 deg/s]
Flatness : +1.86 mm [±2mm]
Precision : +0.04º (3σ value) [±0.1º]
Repeatability : +0.02º (3σ value) [±0.05º]

Figure 18 : Functional tests set-up
Figure 22 : FEM model
Measured deployed stiffness decoupled from jig
stiffness and corrected with effective mass is 2.2 Hz.
FEM calculated value in the same conditions of the test
is 2.05 Hz. Required value is >2.5 Hz. To fulfil the
requirement a root hinge in titanium was forseen (3.3
Hz), but it was agreed to manufacture the root hinge in
aluminium because, prior to manufacturing it was
known that >1.5 Hz seems to be enough for AOCS.
LOAD CELL 1
60

Figure 19 : Test specimen (full arm)
Tests results are shown in the following figures.
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Figure 20 : Deployment path
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Figure 23 : Measured damping
Interface moment at the beginning of the deployment
is 37.3 Nm due to the initial acceleration and the peak
tension of the speed regulator transmission wire. The
maximum end of deployment moment is 14.1 Nm.
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Figure 21 : Root hinge angle evolution
Measured deployment kinematics and accuracy
[required or calculated value between brackets]:
Root hinge deployment angle : 108º [108.5º]
Deployment time : 228 sec [236 sec]
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Figure 24 : I/F Moments
I/F moments were derived by combining the
simultaneously acquired I/F forces at the three
interfaces with the specimen : two brackets for the
hinges and an additional one for the speed regulator.
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Torque margins : Prior to the test campaign a friction
characterisation of the set-up was carried out.
Longitudinal rails were levelled horizontally whilst
transverse rails were slope-tuned in order to minimise
the set-up influence for the specimen’s deployment
sense. This has introduced asymmetry in the
subsequent calculations of the set-up frictions for a
stowage-deployment loop, but is highly desirable for
the best adequacy of the delivered motorization on the
functional deployments. The following friction
coefficients values were accepted for summarising the
frictional behaviour of the set-up:
Stowage longitudinal µ = 0.0016
Stowage transversal µ = 0.004
Deployment longitudinal µ = 0.0016
Deployment transversal µ = 0
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Figure 25 : Root hinge torque
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Figure 26 : Torque margins
Although probably coming from noise oscillations, the
minimum value of torque margin obtained is 4.2
A torque margin between 5 and 6 would be the most
probable value.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The following set of mayor conclusions yields:
The x-y set-up introduced quite a lot of noise in the
measurements. It did not compromise the functional
deployment but risked to invalidate the motorization
margin determination:
Indeed, when trying to determine motorization
margins, the friction of the built set-up (quite low, but
magnified to dangerous values because of the massive

specimen) decreases the validity of the calculations as
the available torque to set-up friction ratio increases.
This makes this system unable to accurately derive
values for the specimen at the end of the deployment.
Fortunately the configuration of the deployment at the
end is not a multi-axis deployment but a single one that
was previously tested under a set-up free from this
problem.
The effectiveness of the speed regulator controlling the
regulated deployment has eliminated the typical I/F
moment introduction at the end of the deployment and
shifted this concern to the initial transient phase, when
speed regulation is still not present.
Some points on the set-up construction can now be
raised as recommendations for a future usage of this
kind of MGSE (either for upgrade of the existing one
or for producing specifications on new ones to be
developed):
- Overall conception, modular design and
construction, adjustment capabilities, etc. were
highly appreciated during setting and operation.
- Set-up friction has to be decreased (pneumatic
bearings seems to be the attractive replacement for
the current ones; some development has to be
accounted as no commercial items exist in the
market).
- The width of the set-up has to be generously sized
to cover for deployment path broadening coming
from synchronisation wires elongation.
For I/F moments and stiffness measurement:
A single I/F between specimen and support structure
will be preferred to the current situation in which three
of them are present (two brackets plus the speed
regulator).
The stiffness of the support structure shall be
adequately specified and verified to serve to the
purposes of the tests.
Looking to the test campaign execution, the
recommendation on this topic would be:
The higher the number of specimen’s elements
characterised before coming to arm-level testing, the
better the chance of conclusively and accurately
determining a judgement on any detected behaviour.
It can be concluded that the MIRAS-DPP2 has
successfully passed its Test Campaign and served to
the objectives established for such a development
program. In brief:
It provides an early confirmation of the feasibility of
the proposed mechanisms solution and its
implementation into hardware operation:
- Good speed regulation: safe, accurate, and
repeatable.
- Smooth operation and friction
- Comfortable Motorization margin
- Gentle final transients
Removes fears and points out issues to be specially
observed in the test campaign coming next (SMOSPLM where whole arm deployments will have to take
place).
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